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Abstract:
Modern learning systems have been spread all over the world, which is useful and easy for humans. In this era, there is an increased usage of the internet in educational applications; this could mean that human beings will increasingly make use of technology within open and flexible learning systems. It plays an important role in enhancing and developing our learning system. Intended outcomes as well as results of using modern techniques for teacher professional development need to be explored. Therefore, it is necessary to prepare them for the age of Modern Technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Programmed learning (or programmed instruction) is a research-based system which helps learners work successfully. The learning material may be a textbook or teaching machine or computer. The medium presents the material in a logical and tested sequence. The text is in small steps or larger chunks. After each step, learners are given a question to test their comprehension. Then immediately the correct answer is shown. This means the learners at all stages make responses, and given immediate knowledge of results. Learning from the context (English material that come form GB or America) is also one of the best ways to adopt the language. You will have the chance to see real and modern usage of the language. It means that you adopt the language better than just learning them from word lists that are provided. Using them in your speech in Life and in the real cases will Boost the vocabulary. For these reasons, to meet the International standards students use their Language in English speaking countries visiting or making friend from the countries where English is spoken as mother tongue, their communicating skills will improve and their can adopt the foreign words, items, peculiarities that do not exist in their country. The most Essential aspect of learning a language is loving in it living in it, using it as a non stop base, if the person stops using the language that he/she learnt for while than they will for get the words or grammar structure that they learn, it means they have to learn the structures and words again from the beginning. According to statistics of Oxford university and findings of Harvard university child is born and uses the language by imitating listening its usage by the adults. So he or she use it as a mother tongue. A child that is Russian but born in America can use the language of America with correct pronunciation and grammar rule. He or she may have a lot of mistakes in Russian or in other language that he uses later on. The place that we are born will and live in childhood will be Golden manuscripts in the brain in mind and pronunciations. For these reasons parents try to give their children to English schools. However, if it is not used in a family or with the children surrounded by the efficiency will be less accepted. The Cultural peculiarities, tradition concepts are adopted, learned and used when the people are given opportunities to experience them at first hand. The love to books and movies, songs in English are secrets of the success. There are million, billions and unreachable source that we have but we do not use or pay attention to the important effectiveness that they give. For example the dictionaries, Encyclopedia and recourses that are kept in libraries, music and sons are keys to the success in learning. They should be the ones that are published and created by English speaking countries. So, we can boost the language skills, listen to real life songs, music and words of life overseas. The Songs that we listen to every day will automatically link our tongue to words; word comes form our mind, it works in automatic way in the way that we don’t pay much attention. The impact of the real or contemporary English is the key to our lives, success and achievement. Love of the culture, traditions and customs will boost success. The nation, people, nature, villages, towns or countries keep their inheritance and inherits to future generation that is the process that is unstoppable or that never ends. Learning the culture its rules, traditions are live styles will open the doors to improvement which can not be changed. As result you can adopt the culture or new paces without any problems. Your view point or knowledge of cultural peculiarities and differences will make you idol person or the person who can survive in the each part of the world, if she or she is chosen be sent to overseas. Books give opportunity to students and teachers to visualize 3D models in the real environment, in real time, and at scale. Many people believe that methods and techniques that are widely used in a country such as America and Britain give the chance to adopt the language better and success of students depend on it. What is the current pedagogy in education in the GB and what are the innovative methods employed to support it? There has been a huge change in, for example how reading and literature is taught. Reading, when I was at university was taught mainly through having access to read books and been immersed in a rich culture of text and opportunities for accessing stories, poetry, letters, biographies, instructions and other forms of the written words. The prevalence of social media and the internet as a whole have changed the way people learn languages for the better. Learning materials should be seen as a dynamic part of the learning process and not just something given out to learners. The principles of adult learning should be incorporated into their development and use, so that they are practical, oriented and relevant to the learners’ situation and learning needs. A variety of learning materials should be used to encourage learning for knowledge, attitudes and skills. Find
a comfortable, peaceful place for quiet study. You need somewhere where you can focus 180%. Last but not least, learn English with LOVE.
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